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BRIEF ON AWARDS 

 

Lee Kuan Yew Model Student/Trainee Award 

 

The Lee Kuan Yew Model Student/Trainee Award is presented to students and trainees who 
have performed consistently well in their courses and have displayed outstanding conduct 
and attitude worthy of emulation by their peers. The Award serves to inspire students and 
trainees to display exemplary behaviour in training, develop high moral values and show 
care and concern for others.  

  

Lee Kuan Yew CCA Award  

 

The Lee Kuan Yew CCA Award is presented to students who have demonstrated 
outstanding leadership and organisational skills, and have contributed significantly to the 
improvement and enhancement of campus life. The Award also serves to give recognition to 
students who have contributed and achieved excellence in sports, games and the arts.  

  

Lee Kuan Yew Technology Award  

 

The Lee Kuan Yew Technology Award is presented to students who have developed 
excellent projects that embody quality, technical innovation and creativity. The projects are 
also expected to have industry applications. The Award serves to inspire students to develop 
a zeal for challenges, creativity and competition.  

  

ITE Arts Excellence Award  

 

The ITE Arts Excellence Award is awarded to new and on-going students who have 
displayed outstanding performance in music and the performing arts. Those receiving the 
Award have participated and won awards in a musical or arts event organised at the national 
or international level or participated significantly in at least one major ITE production. With 
the skills they have acquired and the achievements they have made, they are expected to 
develop and raise the standard of music and the arts in their respective Colleges.  

  

ITE Sports Excellence Award 

  

The ITE Sports Excellence Award is awarded to new and on-going students who have 
displayed outstanding performance in sports and games. Those receiving the Award have 
participated and won awards at the national or international level, or represented the College 
or ITE in a sport/game and won awards. With the skills they have acquired and the 
achievements they have made, they are expected to develop and raise the standard of 
sports and games in their respective Colleges.  

  

ITE CCA Medal  

 

The ITE CCA Medal is awarded to outstanding students who have displayed a high level of 
involvement in their chosen Co-curricular Activities (CCA). Students who are receiving the 
ITE CCA Medal have excelled in the field of music and the arts, sports and games, 
contributed significantly in CCA or demonstrated qualities of leadership and organisational 
ability in major College events. 


